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THE DEATH OF GOOD
FORTUNE
A CHRISTMAS PLAY

by Charles Williams
CHARACTERS
MARY
GOOD FORTUNE
THE KING
THE LOVER
THE MAGICIAN
THE OLD WOMAN
THE YOUTH
THE GIRL
The scene is an open place in a city

THE DEATH OF GOOD FORTUNE
MARY. Incipit vita nova: substance is love,
love substance. Begins substance to move
through everywhere the sensuality of earth and air.
I was its mother in its beginning: I taught
the royal soothsayers to follow a moving star,
and brought them to their primal, far, and hierarchical Head.

I am Wisdom whose name is Mary. I wept by the Dead.
I arose with the Arisen. I see now
where terribly through all spheres of gods and men
pulse his ambiguous life and death dealing vibrations.
His are all the alterations: and here shall be ours.
There is on earth a being called Good Luck;
he has spun much joy; his nature is heavenly,
but when men fell, he was half-blinded;
he does not know himself nor do men know him.
I have determined that in this town this very day
this gay popular lord shall come to his change
and a strange new vision of himself; for now
my lord my Son has made this clear—
that all luck is good luck. And I,
I struck by seven swords, witness too
that all substance is love, all luck is good.
Nor anywhere, for any flood of shed blood,
sharp single anguish, or long languish of grief,
shall any deny my word, or the great cry
to every man upon earth of my lord your Son—
all chance is heavenly, all luck is good.
Let us see Good Fortune come now to his trance.
She seats herself. The OLD WOMAN enters with a YOUTH
THE OLD WOMAN. This is where the king will come; stay
here.
THE YOUTH. Everything is gay this morning; see how the
fair
glows in the market: the tumblers calling and springing

and the jugglers flinging their quoits. I will go there
when we have seen the king. I will wrestle or cast
a hammer as fast and as far as their own champions.
I will be no puny challenger. Hey,
the blood runs quick this fair morning.
Will you speak to the king yourself, great aunt?
THE OLD WOMAN. Yes.
They say that since his new guest came
the king will do all he is asked. I will task him little.
He could give me a house without hurting himself,
and will, I hope: there is good luck in the air.
THE YOUTH. And then I will go to the fair; I would fain see
the humped long-necked beast they call a camel
or a man fight, as they say he does naked,
with the wild long-toothed tiger from Seringapatam.
THE OLD WOMAN. Whatever you like.
THE YOUTH. So I will. Who
is the king's new friend, to please him so?
THE OLD WOMAN. People like us do not know the lords'
names,
only their acts. He came walking one day
into the city, under a bright sky,
himself as light and gay as that morning or this;
he was clearly a noble prince. Where he went
every event seemed better, every chance the happier.
That day I added to my store a piece of gold,

and all my neighbours told like good luck.
Enter the LOVER and the MAGICIAN
THE LOVER. O but since he came, this king's friend,
this lord, this miracle-worker, even my fortune
seems to have grown greater. I love more,
and there is more joy in my more love.
There is a neat trick about the moments
that brings me to my sweet at any odd time
when my heart is like to break not to see her.
THE MAGICIAN. It may well be: he says his name is Good
Fortune.
THE LOVER. I can believe it indeed: he is all aerial.
O Good Fortune, be my god, and bless
me with her, and both of us with you.
THE MAGICIAN. He is like the full profession of my best art
gone out of itself into mankind.
We find too often the last prophecies are lost
at their end in a mist of faint knowledge. He,
this god—call you him so—at least this star,
came to the city in a dazzle. That I foresaw:
the law of the planets foretold a great event—
which must be he: unless beyond the bound
of all sidereal traffic, there were something more—
but that no astrology has ever found.
THE OLD WOMAN. Sir, will the king come soon?

THE LOVER. Soon.
THE MAGICIAN. Nay, it seems no one even waits now:
lo, the king, and—do we say a star?
THE LOVER. Star or daemon—call him our god Good
Fortune.
The KING enters with GOOD FORTUNE, the MAGICIAN's
daughter attending
THE KING. This city, that holds all our lives,
thrives well; but now you are come,
our lord Good Fortune, it has a spell within it
to be fortunate for ever; strangers shall see and say
how our devotion praises in the phases of its passage
only you; to you is all our homage.
Here we rule best and love best;
here knowledge finds wisdom and age rest.
Happy are you, Good Fortune, and we in you.
Deign only to maintain your grace in this place.
GOOD FORTUNE.
I am Good Fortune, satisfaction, the action of the heart
when all goes well. I have made this your city
my divine choice; mine while I care to stay—
and I think now I shall not leave you; I
have a power of fidelity too, and it may be true
that I shall stay here and enjoy you; your town
shall be known everywhere for a nest of young delight,
a camp of successful joys, and a rest for the old.

I am always young, a giver of good things,
and you here, by my mere arbitrary choice,
I deign to gratify; cry then my praise;
no god is stronger than I except Pan,
and Pan and I have divided the world between us.
MARY. It is known everywhere that Pan is already dying,
for the substance of love takes him with great shocks;
and you too, fair lord, shall find what locks
were broken for ever when my Son strode through hell.
THE KING. It is true; my armies, since you came, win
on all my frontiers; where my enemies entered in,
they are thrown back; victory is mine alone.
I have good chance now to reward good service.
THE OLD WOMAN. My husband's blood being shed then for
you
in one of your fights, and he dead, great sir,
grant me the reward of his service; grant me a house
for old bones to lie securely. No alms;
only my own roof. I have saved; it lies
hidden in my lodging, but the lodging is dank and rank
with the smells of the butchers' quarter. I would rather live
in the new houses you, my king, have built
beyond the river: besides, now I live
with my son and his wife; we cannot get on together.
She is young and bitter and I am old and tired.
My husband died for you; give me now
a proper lodging where I can live on my savings.

THE KING. Willingly; take which you choose: our lord here
smiles on all petitions, and I allow,
I would do also anything for my friends here
but they do not need it; their ends are beyond me:
yours is in your maid and yours in your art.
Yet my heart is apt to give: is there none?
and you?
THE GIRL. Nothing.
THE MAGICIAN. Nothing?
THE GIRL. What else?
Can you, father, or your new god Good Luck
help me in a world where despair only is true?
No; if that is a god, I am an atheist.
I will wait a little to see if your god will die.
GOOD FORTUNE. Do you say, girl, that I am bound to die?
THE GIRL. I say I do not believe in you; nothing more.
GOOD FORTUNE. Look round; see them happy; will not you
be?
Worship me, and see what I can do.
THE GIRL. I have lived long enough on earth to know
that earth has no new birth of good luck.
GOOD FORTUNE. But I am not of earth; I am aerial,
born in the mid heavens, a prince of the zodiac,
heir to fine fantasies, lacking nothing.

Will you take them as a gift?
THE GIRL. No; they exist nowhere.
They are the twist of man's heart to defend itself.
You may come from the middle air, but you are deceit
if you do; your feet have no print on our soil.
MARY. He is deceit indeed, but only because
he does not know how great a prince he is.
Since my Son died, all things are good luck,
and fate and good luck and heaven are one name.
GOOD FORTUNE. Am I defrauded in my chosen town?
ALL THE OTHER PERSONS. No.
Lord, she is obstinate, false, heretical;
she will stick at nothing to make herself great:
abate displeasure; treasure us instead.
THE KING. Cense we now, in divine ritual, this godhead.
THE LOVER. Tread we the circle; beat we the solemn vow.
THE YOUTH [to the OLD WOMAN]. Shall we go?
THE OLD WOMAN. We cannot.
THE YOUTH. Why? the fair waits.
Must we stand by while the king ceremonializes?
let's to the prizes! let's to the loud noise!
THE OLD WOMAN. Hist! you will do better if you worship

the god.
[The ceremony of censing; during which—
MARY. Before the advent of the necromantic kings
in the beginning, I saw a star sliding,
shining, guiding their god-divining caravan.
Its name was called TYXH, its flame was fortune,
its messenger and shape on earth was this lord here,
whose sphere above attended my Son's birth;
but he, being blinded by cloud, is half-minded
to glorify himself for only half his worth;
I must teach him all: it is time that he should die.
GOOD FORTUNE. Ah!… rocks the earth, or was it I?
THE KING. God, what frightened you?
GOOD FORTUNE. What lightened then
or did my eyes dazzle?
[He leans on the LOVER
THE LOVER. Your hand is cold!
what is the matter, our God?
GOOD FORTUNE. My head splits!
THE OLD WOMAN. You have cramp in the stomach, or else
the damp airs
of the valley have given you a chill.
GOOD FORTUNE. My spirit is flung

into fits of terror!
THE MAGICIAN. He is rigid in a seizure.
GOOD FORTUNE. Ah!

[He falls

THE KING. You—look! what ails him?
THE MAGICIAN. I did not dare
even to fear this—
THE GIRL. But I—I knew.
THE YOUTH. Come; you promised; let us get to the fair.
Our lords die; are we to cry their wake?
Take we a quiet—
THE OLD WOMAN. I am afraid! hush!
Be quiet yourself, you fool!
THE MAGICIAN. Must I look?
Must I think that this god can die?
Must I think that a secretly-sliding star
that the gods neglect has struck this lord of Good Luck?
When that hiding opens—
[He kneels by him and stands up
He is dead.
THE OLD WOMAN. Dead?
THE KING. He—he dead?

THE YOUTH. All the fair has stopped! what has happened?
THE LOVER. This god cannot die.
THE MAGICIAN. So? And yet he is dead.
[They all stare at GOOD FORTUNE; then they look at each
other
And what will happen now?
THE GIRL. O woe!
I did not quite believe it!
THE LOVER. But if Good Fortune
is dead …
THE OLD WOMAN. The money! the money I hid away
to spend on my own living, and save my head
from having at last to lie in a bed lent
by my son's wife grudgingly till I died…. Come!
THE YOUTH. But the fair?
THE OLD WOMAN. Curse the fair! Come.
[She hurries him out
THE LOVER. If Good Fortune is dead, what will happen to
love?
THE MAGICIAN. What indeed?

THE KING. To the Kingdom?
THE MAGICIAN. What indeed?
THE LOVER. The city, he said, is a place of youth; if
Good Fortune … and how much is truth a part of Good
Fortune?
THE GIRL. Not at all: that I do know: not at all.
[He stares at her and rushes out
THE MAGICIAN. Sir, will you not also hurry to see
about the frontiers? are no fears growing in you?
THE KING. Yes.
[He begins to go, and returns
Do you try first: can you spy
by your tables of magic the truth of this? Try.
THE MAGICIAN. My art was my heart, as her savings and his
love
and your royalty were hearts' realms too; it is sped
if this lord of fortunate chances is indeed dead.
THE GIRL. Father—
THE MAGICIAN. Hush! If your atheism was right,
plight yourself to it, but do not now speak.

THE KING. Try.
THE MAGICIAN. I will try—to please you, and to satisfy
myself that what I feared might come has come.
[He lifts his wand
I lift the hazel rod in the banishing pentagram
against the god of illusion, against Lilith the accurst:
depart, incubi and succubi! depart, phantoms;
I call on the stars of heaven in their even rule,
exact powers, to show me the fact happening.
Show me the measured fate of this kingdom: show!
[He speaks to the KING
Your enemies move on your borders; in the front line
your orders are frustrated; one of your towns is on fire;
your reserves are belated in the forest. This god
shall be waited on soon by many men,
and your kingdom be past and your crown given to another,
because the curse of the death of Good Luck is come, and …
[He tries to see
THE KING. Look; look forward but a month!
THE MAGICIAN. Good Luck is dead: I can see nothing
beyond this moment, the moment of his death.
THE KING. A week—nay, a day; see but a day;
see if I can hold them back but so many hours—

THE MAGICIAN.
Do you think that your powers of war are to be the only
sons of luck? is the haft of your kingdom more
than the craft of my mind? I see nothing; do you hear?
I who beheld—what did I then behold?
infinity? yes, except for one star
that was always moving there, and never where
my art expected. Here are your other friends—
back so soon? It seems something ends
their plenilunary content.
The OLD WOMAN returns; she is crying
THE OLD WOMAN. Thieves! thieves!
My house was broken open and my floor dug up—
my money was gone: send, sir, some guard
to take the thieves. I am a poor woman
and had hoped to have peace in my last days.
Send someone to hunt the thieves, my king.
THE KING. You are not like to have peace, nor I neither.
Something more will be here soon to strike.
THE OLD WOMAN.
What do I care if your enemies share your crown?
I shall wait until they pass; the grass that grows
in a palace gate finds soil too poor at a hut's.
All that I need is freedom from my son's wife.
The LOVER enters

THE MAGICIAN. And your life, young man?
[The LOVER looks at him terribly
It began well.
Who would have thought the death of a god could change
what (it seemed) fell beyond the gods?
THE LOVER. Be still: he said right; this is a city of youth.
THE MAGICIAN. Love is kind to youth.
THE LOVER. Love is … old man,
take care; the heir of love is a torn heart.
THE GIRL. Were you happy?
THE LOVER. Happy? We were fortunate and therefore happy.
But you knew better.
THE GIRL. Are you sure of that?
THE KING. If indeed Good Fortune is now dead,
our god, our only hope, behoves all
to put away our loves, and what may fall
take nobly, to make a nucleus of hearts
resigned with one mind against Fate
to share what we have, and in natural honour brave
all else. Resign yourselves; be strong.
THE LOVER. Sir, that is nonsense; that is the talk
of men who believed once that loss might occur.

Never was I of those. Woes might be,
but this is more than grief, and yet belief
rages in me, delirious but unable to die.
Good Fortune may be dead for you, but for me
his spirit roars here, demanding godhead,
nay, having it: I will not be resigned.
THE KING. What will you do then?
THE LOVER. I do not know what I will do.
But I will not be content; it is all untrue,
this content, this resignation: love must live,
and if a woman coils up in another's heart
and spoils love's accidents, love's substance must gather head,
I do not see how, but somehow: love must live.
THE KING. That he could do while Good Fortune lived.
But I must lose my crown now, and why
should you show less content? all the earth
is resigned: why should a lover's mind escape?
THE LOVER. Because his love is more substantial than yours.
[To the MAGICIAN
Master, though your knowledge fails, you are not unwise.
Which of us two is true?
THE MAGICIAN. Either; go you
living in death and he dying in life.
Toss for your choice.

THE KING. Which did the stars say
was the wiser? which is the power in your own mind?
THE MAGICIAN.
Give me your hands; there is much power in the hand.
My predecessors say that all enchantment
is summed in the free hand; therefore a priest
fetches blessing out of the air with his,
or a woman stretches hers to love and be loved
with the palm's inward: give them; if the gods die,
let us see, wherever rage and resignation endure,
what cure there may be.
[He takes their hands
Now the shrouded battle
in my brain halts; I see the unclouded stars
sitting still, as if they were the will of Nature,
of substance the creature. I see, between two skies,
the great stars, the million hints of perfection,
stretching far away, and I see the moving star,
spending its glory everywhere, and not losing,
descending: is it devising to earth—and here?
It is coming down; the earth is drenched with it;
blenched on high, its great companions sit,
fit to be watchers of fate, but not fate;
fate is the stolen gold and the false love
and the lost battle, in the death of all good fortune.
Hold yourselves; veil yourselves; the core
of the moving star shoots at my back; who
waits in this city to be clothed with the star?

[He whirls round on MARY
Woman, by the star that glides into your frame,
by the path that Nature hides from all wizards,
by the wrath and the resignation of death, speak!
[MARY remains silent
Mother of the only moving star, speak!
Mother of disaster, mother of destiny, speak!
Mother, if you are a mother at all, speak!
[He falls on his knees
MARY. I will speak because you know of what I speak:
you, wizard, though you do not reach it, know.
But tell me first what you think you wish to know.
THE MAGICIAN. It can only be spoken under great veils,
since it is we who must be what we wish to know:
when all fails, what is the right thing to be?
MARY. You must be as you can. I say only, when all fails,
then is the time, brother, to work a little.
THE OLD WOMAN. No work will fetch me my warm room
where I can be alone or ask who I like.
I worked once; now I want to rest;
how can I rest in my son's wife's house?
MARY. My own Son sent me to live in another's.
I have no mother's word for any woman,

sister, beyond this terrible biting word.
THE KING. Tell us this difficult biting word.
MARY. No;
biting but not difficult; quite simple.
When your god Good Fortune dies, the only thing
is to bid your god Good Fortune rise again.
THE OLD WOMAN. That is silly.
THE KING. That is impossible.
THE LOVER. That is true.
THE GIRL. O do not say so, do not say so; I know it is true.
THE MAGICIAN. Do it.
MARY. It is a great risk you run.
You may not, when it is done, much believe it.
THE THREE MEN. If it can be done, we can believe it.
MARY. Can you?
We shall see; I will do it anywhere for any who ask—
on seas or in cities; wherever Good Fortune dies,
there am I to bid him rise, if you will,
after his proper manner.
[She goes to the body and touches it; then she stretches
her hand over it

Good Fortune, god Good Fortune, do you hear?
[She pauses
Good Fortune, dead Good Fortune, do you hear?
GOOD FORTUNE [in a dead voice].
I hear; all the dead shake before you.
MARY. Where are you?
GOOD FORTUNE. In a dry place, between two skies.
MARY. Go forward…. Where are you?
GOOD FORTUNE. Among millions of stars;
it is difficult here even for the ghost of a god
to move forward, as my substance makes me move.
MARY. Sparks of perfection, shining hints of perfection;
between the hints, sparks, and slivers of perfection,
go forward…. Where are you?
GOOD FORTUNE. Dying in death.
THE LOVER [murmuring].
That is it! that is it! that is where I am now.
MARY. Where are you?
GOOD FORTUNE. Under a shape crucified and burning.
MARY. Go forward…. Where are you?

GOOD FORTUNE. Your voice is behind and before me.
I am before you; you are on a throne.
A child is standing on your knee; a small hand
blesses everything, though nothing but I am there.
It is marked with a dark ring of dried blood.
MARY. What does he say?
GOOD FORTUNE. He says: 'Live, Good Fortune'—
woman, woman on earth, tell me to die.
MARY. What is he doing?
GOOD FORTUNE. He has taken my heart from my side,
and is twisting it in his hands.
MARY. Untwisting. [She pauses]
Live; do not sleep; tell us what he says.
GOOD FORTUNE [moaning]
O … he says: 'Good Fortune, you have your fortune;
yours is the only fortune; all luck is good.'
THE LOVER. That is it! that is it! all luck is good.
Why did you tell me to be resigned? Fool!
Why did no one tell me?—all luck is good.
THE GIRL. Dare you say it?
THE LOVER. Dare you not believe it? up!
bear up with me and say that luck is blessed.

THE MAGICIAN. This is the track of the single moving star,
between motionless stars: all luck is blessed.
THE KING. How is it true there is no evil fortune?
it is evil fortune to lose my crown and my head.
THE OLD WOMAN. To be bullied by my own son and
nagged by his wife;
it is silly to call that kind of luck good.
MARY. It is done; you must make your own choice now
and show as you will. Live, Good Fortune, live.
Live and return and tell us what you know.
GOOD FORTUNE. How shall I be able to tell you what I
know?
I found myself riding through the heavens; below,
on earth, wise men were riding to a Birth,
to a lonely, difficult, universal gospel
of the nature, its nature and all things' nature.
The star in which I stood was moving to a loving
between the Mother and the Child, and as I saw
I became other than I was and a new creature;
I was the master of all chances; all chances
made the multiple star in which I rode.
Therefore it shone, and now I take a new name
that came when the Child smiled for the sake of its Mother:
I will be called Blessed Luck for ever;
the temples fall; and all kinds of fate:
blessed is the Nature and the Fortune in the minds of men.
Who among you all has professed me now?

who moves with me to welcome all chances that may come?
THE MAGICIAN. This I know, if I do not believe: here am I.
THE LOVER [to the GIRL]. Say.
THE GIRL. Say for me.
THE LOVER. I will say for both—
this we believe, if we do not know: here are we.
THE OLD WOMAN [to the KING]. Will you agree?
THE KING. Why should I agree?
I think it makes sense and I think it does not;
if I have found defeat is there no defence
less wild than this?
THE OLD WOMAN. And how can I agree
when I think my child hates to have me there,
my own son, and I nowhere else to go?
[She screams out
You! Stop! what do you say it all means?
I only ask common honesty in the gods.
Do you say, you fellow who pretended to die,
that whatever happens to me is equal good fortune?
GOOD FORTUNE. Yes.
THE OLD WOMAN. It means nothing to me.
THE KING. Something

perhaps, but nothing I have any hope to be.
[They turn to go
MARY. Sister, only those whose hearts are broken
might at a pinch blame you, but not here.
Brother, if you will not push to the last inch
your knowledge of defeat, you must keep your heart unspoken.
But these here, they have to make the choice
or to know, at the very least, that the choice exists.
You have chosen your ways; be blessed; go with God.
[To the others
And you, great ones, you must always make your choice,
or always, at least, know that the choice exists—
all luck is good—or not; even when the ninth
step is nine times as difficult as the first.
[To the audience
And you—this has been sung a long time
among you, as among the cities your companions—
Antioch, Alexandria, Bologna, Paris, Oxford.
Substance moves in you; my lord your Son
loves you; choose your ways. Go with God.
[They go out
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